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Abstract

We eonotruei^fn abelian gauge theory with viola-

tion of P ar ] ? symmetrieay&tner Teatures of usual apinor quantum

• lectradym > "s are maintained^?}

We apply fehi-G theory'to some scattering processes

with polar! má and unpolarized electrons.



1. Introduction

Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) is the prototypa of

a theory with local gauge symmetry and renormalizability, mhos*

predictions agree in a remarkable way with experimental resulta.

The validity of QEO is tested» for distances of

about 3 x in~ cm fl] in the reaction e*e"*-*e*e" by studying

the angular distributions, dependence on energy and the value of

the cut-off parameter that indicates the point-like character of

the electrons, and of the muons in analogous processos. On the

other hand, terrestrial and extraterrestrial measurements givs sn

upper limit for a possible mass of the photon, and they indicate

that QED is a good theory for distances of. the order of 10 cm (2).

The deviations of pure QED at high energies in

the standard model (for instance in the anomalous magnetit moment

of the Leptone), appear at distances comparable to the Compton

wavelength of the "2 -boson, but in this model and in other more

general ones, the structure of the interactions at low energies

is maintained and it is incorporated in the theory. This is tho

case of QED and the U-A theory of weak interactions "unified* in

the Weinberg-Salan-Glashoiv model [j] .

Up to date, models besides this one have not

been completely successful in describing the interactions of tho

ai ementary particles at higher energies, and all of them have in

common that some symmetries, as in the case of gauge symmetry,



seem to increase with tha energy, and on ths other hand, tha lack

of other symmetries, like the global ones which allows tha baryo-

nic and Leptonic number conservation at low energies [4J. Some

years ago, a different approach or, in other words an opposite

one, was proposed by H.B.Nielsen [s]. In this scheme chaos would

be present at high energies and, the laws of nature that we know

up to tha present time would be obtained at "low energies" from a

generalized infrared stability of the theory with lesa or no sym-

metry at all. This approach has been theoretically tested with

respect to the violation of Lorentz invarianca in masslesa QED

[6] , in a pure Yang-Mills theory [7], and with respect to the gaij

ge invariance itself [8]. Some phenomenological effects have been

also studied [9].

Other kinds of symmetries such as discreta ones

could be gained or lost with the increase of energy, specifically,

the symmetries under spatial and temporal inversions, P and T re_8

pectively. For instance, does QED allow modifications at low and/

or high energies, out of the limits at which it has bean tasted

until now, such as violation of parity?

To the author's knowledge, the attempt of M.

Sachs is the only one that introduce» violation of P and T in

electrodynamics, sacrificing these symmetries for constructing a

theory with symmetry between electric and magnetic variablea [io].

The usual technique has been to construct electromagnetic proces-

ses that violate some of the P,C and T symmetries but, as an effect



of the weak [llj or strong [l2] interactions, or for eletromagne-

tic interactions of charged or even neutral particles of spin-1

[l3]. Nowadays this kind of approach is used: violations of pari-

ty in atoms and in Lepton-nucleon scattering [l4j are due to in»

terference of intermediate neutral 2*-boson (there nay be some

neutral Higgs tco), of the weak interactions with the photon*

Tacitly it is assumed that the electromagnetic interactions them*

selves, for instance, of a spin-£ particle with the photon, COIJ

serve these symmetries and consequently, any effect observed is

assigned to the other interactions. Thess tests and other older

ones, such as to determine the intrinsic parity of the antipar-

ticles (see for instance ref.[l5]) are self-consistent onest good

results are obtained by assuming that there is conservation of

parity.

It will always be of interest, a direct experi-

mental check, of the conservation or not, of the P,C and T sym-

metries which we ara discussing. From the theoretical point of

view it is good to stablish if all or some of the purely electro-

magnetic effects which have been measured up to date, are or not

a affected by conservation of parity, ot at least, to give with

the experimental data, an upper limit for the parameter (s) that

controls parity violation.

Here we present a minimal modification of QED in

the sense that thia modification is introduced only in the fermione,

i.e., wa modify the Oirac equation, in such a way that it it mantaiit

ad the local gauge (when we introduce the photon) and Lorentf in-



variance. This brings the consequence that the parameters which da

termines parity violations, in an axial-vector current, haa finite

renormalization, i.e., Preparata-Weisberger's theorem for an axial

bilinear of fsrmions is velid [l6], as well as the avoidance of the

triangle anomaly [.17] because of Furry's Theorem, as in usual QED

[IB].

Now we give an outline of the article itself. In

Section 2, we present the details of the model. Here we also show

thB basic apinors that are solution of the modified Oirac equation»

We also show we can have a C-invariant Lagrangian with an appro-

priate definition of the charge-conjugate transformation (sec.2.2).

In Section 3 we calculate the self-energy of the electron, the va-

cuum polarization and the vertex correction and also Coulomb and

Bhabha scattering that can show a dependence of parity violation.

Our conclusions are in Section 4. In the Appendix

A we analyze an unrealistic model which has axial-vector/vector '

characteristics opposite tD that of the Dirac equation, and in the

Appendix B we show explicitly that the parameter introduced for

having parity violation is finite.

All the text through, the emission points (...)

in tho expressions mean that terms of the second order in the pa-

rameter that controls the parity violations have been neglected.



2. Introducing Parity Violation

2.1 - Perturbed Fermionic Sector

It is well known that the Oirac equation has vec-

tor and scalar Lorentz terms, neither pseudo-scalar nor axial-vec

tor occur. This is so, not-because the later are not present in

the equation, but because they appear with the same-strengths and

opposite sign then, its net effect is canceled. It is also well

known that the solutions of the Dirac equation describe a parti-

cle (in its c-number form) with its two states of spin and its res

pective antiparticle. In the rest frame the four solutions are

eigenstates of the parity operator, the intrinsic parity of the

particle is opposite to the antiparticle.

Consequently, it follows that if we do not impose

conservation of parity the ^-terms in the Oirac equation can

have different strength: (l-^Y,) and (! + £ * & ) *" both, the

kinetic and the mass terms. Here &L and é^ are complex constants

(that independ of space-time for maintaining translational invarian

cs). The Lagrangian of the fermionic field becomes (here and in the

following \ = t -*- I ) :

'»*i\«W, u

with € ^ ( 6 R - Ê L ) oid t s l w é . The mass terms in the Lagran-

gian (2.1) must be real and free of Ís , we get thi» by making

the unitary transformation «f** ̂ *wt* <i> , with



thus expression (2.1) becomes

with wt: J\- b x . We observe from (2.2) that the "coupling cons

tant" here introduced, Ct.fc , may be real, but if the Lagrangian

(2.1) is part of a more general theory, and the fermionic fields

have Yukawa couplings \ v Y < P , with <f> being a scalar field and P

arbitrary real or complex constants, after doing the unitary trans

formation «us will have violation of P and T because the Yukawa

coupling becomes f <P(«aw+i f,/***•«>) t # » though P and ^ conse£

vs originally this symmetries.

Our starting point could be the Lagrangian (2.2).

In the following we shall not use the primes for the fermions, but

it must be understood that they are those of Lagrangian (2.2).

The equations of motion are

and its conjugate

Before introducing the coupling with the photon

field, in order to have an abelian theory like-QED, we shall ana-

lyze how the solutions of sq.(2.3) differ from the usual solutions

of the Dirac equation (



Assuming solutions like

in the usual notation [l9] , and replacing (2.5) in (2.3) we have»

in matrix form

If ws consider the particle at rest, the condition (litt/4/s-O *

with ,/\ being the matrix in (2*6) with p s O , we have

i.e., as usual, u/e shall have two solution* with positive energy

and also two others with negative energy.

The basic epinors at rest, are

o



with K/' a normalization constant and US , W the solutions of p£

sitive energy, spin-up and spin-doiun respectively. In the same may,

for the solutions of negative energy VW , u) with the first

spin-up and the second spin-dow . From these solutions given in

(2.8) we see that eech apinor is a linear combination of the two

basic spinors with opposite parity.

Solutions with p # O are obtained by making an

appropriate Lorentz transformation upon those solutions given in

(2.B),

(?,<*)= N/

with

fy

f.

aer.

f-

7-» • ?* t *• These solutions (2.9) satis-
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whsre £r«-H i f f»ii2 t € r * - ' i f ^5.< • and

*

2 1 ^rUÍíf,a)tt4 r /*••)« t ,
r . i

with K/«(F/a**i[F*aa€*Jj o: favw |tf+woj • Í.B., they constita

t» a complete sat (in this approximation). The energy-momentum re-

lation» is (i-a'Me'-f*) • mK .

Now let's return to the Lagrangian. It is easy to

verify that under a local gauge transformation» we have a conserv-

ed current

-e

Thus tue can construct an abelian theory

with- the photon field as usual.

The Lagrangian (2.11) is invariant under U(l) l£

cal gauge transformations and it reproduces the features of the

usual QED, except that the symmetry under spatial inversion is vi£

latad in the fermion propagation and in thB interaction fBrmion-

photon.

The Feynman rules in this case are:

for ths fermion propagator, with
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.*?*** for the photon propagator (in the Feynman gauge),
**••£

>« '»t6Íĉ í f o r t n B fermion-photon vertex.

The current (2.10) can be obtained from the Gell-

Mann-Levy equation f20] and also using "naively" the equations of

motion (2.3) and (2.4), if we write the vector current J^*^£V'

and an axial current J = Ç*^^, y , then uie have )

So we see that, both currents, the vector and the

axial ones are partially conserved. In the limit ITl*O both are

conserved (obviously, this limit is not important for a liks-QED

theory) and when Ci*O the vector current is conserved, while it

is not so for the axial one as usual (the anomaly problem will be

discuss later), the combination of both currents, given by eq.(2.10)

is the one that is conserved.

In the case of chiral transformation we have
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with the chiral current J^ • -Yl^+t/pf • Note that the current

j la obtained from j ^ and J^ defined above, with the

weight A- interchanged, i.e., formally

(

2.2 - Behavior under C and T

The equations of motion obtained from the Lagran

gian (2.11), which includes the interaction with the photon, are

In what conditions will we have a charge conjugate solution?

Working with the first equation in (17) we obtain

We see that (even when A =o ) if u/e know r ,

we can give T if the charge conjugation operation implies 4-4

i**'! H'*"̂ - C ^ V a l • f°* example VO* if̂ -a) « uj'ifyO) , then

the c-number interpretation of the states with negative energy ari

ses.
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The conserved current (the kinetic tern has the

same structure) is proportional to *rl\+*tw) £ ^ this is a com-

bination of a vector with an axial-vector and thus it does not have

a wall defined parity. Besides, it violates C, unless we make O-*-CL

as part of the definition of charge conjugation transformation, as

ue have argued above.

Then in this case, there is CP violation. To be

consistent, since under temporal inversion, T, both • vector and

an axial vector transform in the same way, we also make «•*•-«.

under T{ in this situation we, too, have violation under inversiun

of time and consequently PCT conservation. The electromagnetic

field transforms in the usual way.

3. Some Effects of the Parity Violation ,

Now we are interested in seeing the effects of the

Lagrangtan (2.11), initially in the electron self-energy, in the

vacuum polarization and in the vertex correction.

Later we will study the case of triangle anomaly,

at first sight it seems possible that these anomalies may appear

if we have an axial current, but they will be eliminated as we will

see later. Finally, we analyze some "classical" processes in QED.
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3,1 - Radiativa Corrections.

By using the Faynman rules given before, the self-

energy of the electron is

where R%- (ft vStbkxUitf** and M l*«*'V* tr l . We note that

i t s form i s lika in parity conserving QCD» however Jp * h+*

appears instead o f / t and now this function may expanded as

where A and b are "constants" which do not depend on the momert

turn given by

where A i s a cut-off ( I t i s not iiecessary to use dimensional re-

gularization and wa avoid ff ambiguities).

Tor the vacuum polarization we have

. . .
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hera uie see that terms with if disappear because of the trace

theorifms.

We have Tor the vortex correction the following

expression

/(»r faVt iílf^*)

uihere it is easy to verify that the Ward identity satisfied, as it

should be because of the gauge invariance (see Appendix B for more

details). After the usual algebra we see that the finite term i.e.,

the one that contributes to the anomalous magnetic moment does not

have an ois - term, so it does not impose-.any upper limit on the

parameter a .

We next turn out attention to the problem of the

triangle anomaly [l7j. As we have an axial coupling with the photon,

as well as a vectorial one, this anomaly could appear and conse-

quently it would destroy the renormalizability of the theory.

The diagram with a trinagle fermionic loop and one

photon in nach vertex is proportional to
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Because thB anomaly is independent of the mass,

it ia sufficient to consider the term without mass. As a rosult

we obtain that the expression (3.5) is truly a vectorial one and

can be written in the form

As me have invariancs under C and the photon is

odd under this symmetry, the Furry's theorem [IB] implies that a

diagram with one fermion loop and odd number of external photons

must vanish, in particular the triangular diagram which ia under

discussion here.

We saw above (see also Appendix B) that the way

we have introduced the axial current ia insensible to radiative

corrections. On the other side, its effect must appear in process

at tree levels.

We study

a) Coulomb Scattering (Mott).

b) Bhabha Scattering, e+e~-ir e*e~.

The case a) is important because, even when the

particles are not point-like but have form factors and including other

interactions besides the electromagnetic ones, the Mott eroes-se£

tion appears as a multiplicative factor, that is» the parity vio-

lations effect will be introduced to that level.
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The case b) is interesting because the measure

of luminosity of the e*e~-beams is done by measuring small-angles

Bhabha scattering and thus it is assumed that QED is valid at that

energies [21].

The next results follow from the usual technique,

here we only indicate the different feature:

i) The energy projector is as in the usual case, it we make the

substitution ±f~* 10 . The spin projector is (i± "ht>)/l

but this requires some remarks. The operator that commutes with

jP operator is fsjf , with $*(uOits)f » if Sp*o . Never

theless, the *S P -operator has not £1 eigenvalues but

,4. = + C\-Ot J i.*.» the spin-projector is ÍAl^f^J/í . For

calculations >± * 1 I » because the effects of the parameter 4.

appear only at d -order and this is consistent with the spinors

given in eq.(2.8). This explains why the spin projector has siin

ply the form (\ ±Tsf)/l •

ii) As we have a conserved current (equation of continuity) which

has not a well defined parity, the charge density will not be

simply a temporal component of a 4-vector, it will have a form

like \jJ (l-aV*) \jú t such as it appears in Table I, i.e.,

the normalized wave function have the form
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Also, tha incident flux is not M / V , but

with

This means that when we normalize to unity the charge density

of a volume V and we consider the incident flux in this

volume, we will be already introducing parity violation efTec

ts. ThiB could be detected *<pe>innritally by making the same

experiment in oposite directions along f-axis and also in

sixes which are perpendictUtt to th« I -axis (see Section 4).

iii) However the best experimentei h«fit Is carried out with pro-

cesses that have matrix elements with linear term* in A.

Now, to the scattering processes, for the Coulomb scattering

of unpolarized electrons we have

with
r

being the %̂  , %t the t -components of the momentum of

the incident and scattered electrons, respectively. This,

however, it is a genuine effect at least at high energy

as we will discuss in Section 4*
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For the case in which the incident electrons are

polarized» the matrix elements are not like those in the usual QED

but they have an additional term

with Sj the polarization vector, ?; and Pf. the incident and final

electrons 3-momentum respectively. In particular, if the incident

electron is right-handed polarized, i.e., the temporal component

of the polarization 4-vector is S** K(^ and I S;|*V ,

with tx ( l - f T y X # th» term in (2.11) becomes

\+ cose)

Besides, we can calculate-.the polarization of the

scattered electrons, P s i*V «̂-) /^» + K /") > witn N* thB number

emerging right-handed polarized and f̂ L the number emerging left-

handed polarized. We obtain, for the case of incident right-handed

polarized electrons

in the limit (f-*t (or v*/g-">o ) W B have f̂  -* I-2 ft. .

We see that, even in the ultrarslativistic limit

after the scattering, the electron which initially was right-handed

polarized is no mor* completely polarized.
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Whan electrons are left-handed polarized» the

tional term in the cross section which waa given by (3.11) change

the sign. So we have an asymmetry given by

when (S-* L , A'^ft. • This asymmetry has been measured experimen

tally, A * - 5 5 » I O * 5 [22] which ia in agreement with the

prediction of the standard model [23] and It impose an upper limit

to the parameter |«l £ 10" .

For positron scattering, A- -4A. , when fi-*\ .

As this asymmetry is negative, 9 <O in the case of the electrons

and oyo for the positrons. This is consistent with our prescri£

tion Q-*-& under charge conjugation transformation.

The Bhabha and Holler scattering was also studied

and it was found that the matrix Blement is independent of a. , as

it was expected in any processes involving unpolarized electron or

positrons. It is interesting to note, that Moller scattering is used

for checking polarization in the experiments od scattering

which give the value of asymmetry A £22}.
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4. Conclusions

The may we have introduced the P and T violations

in the Dirac equation shouts the feature that there is no running-

coupling constant For A. , this is different from the case of other

symmetries [5-9] . But» on the other hand, we see that the effect

of parity violations are larger for higher energy (see the limit

ft-»t for £ and A in Section 3.2). This do not imply that there

are no processes at low energies which would be sensibles to these

effects, but they were not studied here.

The factor with \ -dependence in the wave-func-

tion normalization can be considered a genuine effect, at least

in the approximation of plane wave in which we are working (there

is no azimuthal dependence), because we can always choose for the

unpolarized particles fti •» %4 * o % thie is valid in other sî

tuations at least ae an average of the § -component of the momejn

turn. For the polarized case, let's say, right-handed, Ç. » p and

Pa( s(\-la)f , this letter expression follows from (3.13) when

|&.+ t and then o*S | .

We also see that in Table I transitions which

change polarization and transitions from positive to negative ener-

gy states appear, even when there is no electromagnetic interaction»

In thie latter case tha Pauli's principle avoids them ae in the s£

tuation in which we have a potential. In the case of a change of
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polarization its contributions are of o. -order and they can be ne

glacted.

Without imposing a-»-a under C , we would have

P and C violations» This implies that there is a difference in

the change of the electron and the positron of f/ftl . In this ca-

se the upper experimental.limit would be j*l <IO , as the upper

limit of the excesses of charge obtained in neutral molecular like

Wt , H« and 5FC [24]. It is interesting to remark that if |A|

were bigger than the value above it would have implications in some

cosmological models [25], Otheruiays it is convinient to point out

that in other tests e.g on f->J>VB* and f-»7»*R">' decays

there were not found asymmetries with an upper limit of 3 x 10~

[26].

The parameter a which modifies the kinetic term

of the Lagrangian of the spinor fiels, was introduced at hand. An

interesting problem is to verify if it is possible to produce this

modified kinetic term in a dynamical way, for instance beginning

with a particular non-linear four-fermion interaction à la Heisen-

berg [27] or in other way.
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Appendix A

Axial Dominance

The Lagrangian (2.2) has Dirac's Lagrangian as a

special case (a«o ) f that is (2.2) is a modification of an essen-

tially vectorial Lagrangiah, the axial part appears as a perturba-

tion (<U«1 ) . We say that models like (2.2) have a "Vectorial Do-

minance" (the sense» in which this name is used here, is different

from usual) and they can be applied to a theory with more than one

flavour i.e., with a Larger Symmetry Group-.

On the other hand, me know that there are theories,

like the one that describe the weak interactions [3] which violates

parity maximally. Modification of this kind* of theories by introdju

cing a vector part as a perturbation, gives a Lagrangian which has

an "axil dominance", but here, ae in the case that was discussed

in the text, the concordance with the experimental data must be

kept.

We way construct a thBory of this kind by taking

as starting point a Lagrangian of the form

In this expression, w\ is only a part of the bare

mass, another contribution may come from couplings with Higgs bo-

sons. Here we are not interested in making the Lagrangian [A
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realistic» it is only an example of a theory which originates axial

vector/usetor characteristics which era opposed to those of the La-

grangian (2.11).

If we proceed like in the Section 2

The current associated with a local phase transfor-

mation is

uihich is divergenceless. This is just the dame chiral current of eq.

(2.14) which is partially conserved in the case of "vector dominan-

ce11. On the other hand, a chiral transformation gives thB current

with ">*j'5= - 2 Í " m 4 % ^ t when the Lagrangian is (A.2).

The expression (A.4) corresponds to the current

conserved by phase transformation for the Lagrangian (2.2) but now,

it is partially conserved. Formally

(*s)

Compare (A.6) with (2.1$).
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Appendix B

2«.is finite

It was mentioned in Section 3 that the parameter <X

is an unrenormalizable one i.e., it is not necessary to have an

appropriate contra-tarm (.in this aspect it is a magnetic moment-

like parameter)» it must be so because CL appears among the same

fields which are coupled by the electric charge. Here we discuss

this in more detail. We follow [lô].

The Ward identity is valid» as it is easily seen

from (3.4) when ?= f' . But, as our conserved current is a combi-

nation of a vector and an axial-vector current» each of them being

partially conserved, the identity of Ward-Takahashi is

for the vector current, and

if-n-!>.,•> = -

for the axial-vector current» where f is the pseudo-scalar vertex.

We have used eqs.(2.12) and (2.13). We denote Z,- ,

isAy,f the renormalization constant for the axial-vector» vector

and pseudo-scalar vertex respectively.

for the case faf » we obtain that» from (B.I)
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is finite and from (8.2) that

is also finite, as usual 2-j is tha electron wave-function ranor-

malization constant. When pf f , uts obtain that ^w/Z» and Z»/?a

are finite, from this follows that, unless an arbitrary finite fac

tor, ~i*s 2 y
 3 2 ? • Also it is easy to check that €« =

Livllx 2sVt* ? / * ^ B n d ^»*Í2f*/?v)<ííl-'2iPeThÍ8 i m p l l B S t h a t t h B

renormalization constant ?fc for the parameter *. , is an arbitra

ry and finite one, we can choose l+»\ .
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Table cautions:

We present here VjJ Ly}t>)([-ti1$)W(ffa}. The terms c.c. are the complex

conjugate of the symmetrical term. Note that the terms that vanish

are exact results.


